
Sex and the One Yard Line

As her hungry fingers raced along 
the broadness of my back,
my obliging sweat collected
on her tanned and naked breasts
as if I were a leaky water sack.

Ok, ok, I creaked at last,
and rolled onto my side
to watch remainders of the match
in the brotherhood of TV tubes
where all our teams collide.

She rose to leave! She said:
"The competition's so unfair!
The football game in progress
would not be suspended long
even if you really cared!"

Now, I admit that I'm aware
of sex-linked culture gaps, 
but when it comes to pass
that love and sports are mixed,
I see no call to use a map.

The course seems clear to me 
to dodge around the fine-meshed nets
that women place between the sheets
with pleasant talk and worse-
plans for long commitment.

There is, in my opinion, 
little that is more important
than the armchair sporting life
that's shared by most of man-
only second he's a fornicant.

My voice rang out: "I see no call
to look at me askance
because you thought my timing
did the poorest kind of justice 
to techniques you learned in France.



"Just look at me, my dear,and you will see the lazy flab
that keeps me in the house with you
instead of at amusements
that could land me on a slab.

"You never see me out there
running silly with endorphins,
nor do I cheer with stadium crowds
at every sports event in town,
downing beer and 'dogs with friends.

"I think you are a lucky babe,
and although I must admit
I've never been accused
of semblance to perfection,
surely several times I've made a hit.

"Like this afternoon, you know 
that Sunday is a burly, manly time
with armored players grunting on the screen
as helmets crack to get the ball
across the one yard line.

"Yet I turned it off to correspond
with your own sexual high,
and you obviously liked that hijinx 
though my shortened post-attention
left your store of satisfaction dry".

She paused with arm inside her blouse,
her Levi jeans agape,
and I could see her clicking mind
shift its brain to four-wheel drive
before she faced this drake.

"My dear", she said, "only you can find
the raison d'etre of my refusal.
Although your verbal arguments
have a little surface value,
they are mostly specious offal.



"When in throes of love last year 
I chose to be your concubine,
I expected in return to reap 
a dividend of life that's tinged
with beautiful and purple dyes.

"What I got the Roman's saw
when gladiators in the Coliseum
tore each other's limbs in half
or fed the Christians to the lions
in boredom-induced frolicking.

"It's not enough for you to mind
my calls for sexual pleasure,
since there's a little more to love
than quickies in the bedroom nest,
though for a time I've been demure.

"I've let slide the common snooze
afflicting mostly males,
but sports belongs away from bed
since moods of love, like finer wines,
are spoiled by such displays.

"There's no excuse that will suffice
when you ignore my gentle arms
to grab a glimpse of muscled brutes
amassing on that dirty field
of steroid-soaked reknown!"

I sat there with my jaw agape,
my tongue was stuck in place.
It seemed in rapid retrospect 
she'd run sarcastic in her speech,
but hotter matters seared my face.

I cried, "Now, there's no call
for such a rabid opposition!
Compulsions of such innocence
should deserve your tolerance 
and not intimidation!



"I will not change my attitude
to curtsy to your metaphor.
Though I sense some bitterness,
I can't imagine life without
excitement of the football sort.

"Never have I promised you
that I would compromise,
for when it's time to make a choice
there has to be inside my mind 
a stubborn streak to jeopardize

our blend of day and night.
How often that we fertilize
is often up to you, 
yet my postparting indecorum
hardly deserves from you this rise,

and I will bet it's masquerade
for dominance maneuvers;
little psycho-expertise
is needed for the obvious
that's seen by live-in lovers.

"You must think I'm gullible
when you set up these frauds, 
but from day one of coupletude
I've known your brazen faculty
for sucking me into your thoughts. 

"Although there is no penalty
for inches of castration,
eventually I'll come to prove
the scale of Richter magnitude
of your attempts at suffocation.

"If I've become a meager tool
for your voluptuality,
perhaps your angry portraiture
should ponder on the many males
in clutches of such comedy.



"Certainly I'm not unique,
but since you dream of wooly men
who love the handcuffed life,
I would suggest you search about
for cocks more to your liking!"

This was, I now regret to say,
the final straw for her,
since she unleashed a final blast
that woke up my subconscious fears
and the resting of our neighbors.

"How cruel you are, you asinine fool!",
she uttered loud and clear.
Her volume was incredible,
and drowning out the T.V. tube
the syllables attacked my ear.

"I cannot blame your stupidness,
this sad excuse for human reason,
but your misguided sentences
are unendorsed brutality 
despite the fact it's football season.

It's bad enough when you ignore
my wealth when I submit, 
but if you think I'll tolerate
your foaming, brainless rationales,
it's the end for our relationship.

I know you see me almost dressed
and pulling back the welcome mat,
but still your eyes are trained
to sneak with every opportunity
upon the visage of the sporting act.

Perhaps it's I who benefits
in doses of reality.
Then I will take your exhortation
and hold out for the kind of man
who does not confuse propriety



with behavior that is weak.
It's fine for you to talk a line
that's more than self-defensive,
but from this moment you can search
for other willing victims."

Without another syllable
she finished her address,
and since she'd fully donned her clothes
I knew this was my final chance
to clear up this whole mess.

But with a slashing gesture
to her flushed and angry throat,
she silenced any thought I had
of finding patches of firm ground
for extending our debate.

I hold out hope that one day soon
that we will reunite,
but in the meantime I will sit
as king of my domain,
although the land seems desolate.


